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BOGOTA, COLOMBIA - MAY 08: A soldier is seen during canine pairs made up of a professional guide-soldier and an exemplary canine are trained to identify narcotic substances, find missing persons in disasters, support humanitarian demining tasks, and provide security at facilities at School of Military Engineers of the Canine Training Section (SERCA) in Bogota, Colombia on May 08, 2023. Colombia has been a country that for years has been affected by the armed conflict in different parts of the country. The result of this training, carried out in the pool, tower, intervention wall and carousel, among others, allows to work on reducing human casualties in different hostility scenarios. Vannessa Jimenez / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BOGOTA, COLOMBIA - MAY 08: Canine pairs made up of a professional guide-soldier and an exemplary canine are trained to identify narcotic substances, find missing persons in disasters, support humanitarian demining tasks, and provide security at facilities at School of Military Engineers of the Canine Training Section (SERCA) in Bogota, Colombia on May 08, 2023. Colombia has been a country that for years has been affected by the armed conflict in different parts of the country. The result of this training, carried out in the pool, tower, intervention wall and carousel, among others, allows to work on reducing human casualties in different hostility scenarios. Vannessa Jimenez / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BOGOTA, COLOMBIA - MAY 08: Soldiers are seen during canine pairs made up of a professional guide-soldier and an exemplary canine are trained to identify narcotic substances, find missing persons in disasters, support humanitarian demining tasks, and provide security at facilities at School of Military Engineers of the Canine Training Section (SERCA) in Bogota, Colombia on May 08, 2023. Colombia has been a country that for years has been affected by the armed conflict in different parts of the country. The result of this training, carried out in the pool, tower, intervention wall and carousel, among others, allows to work on reducing human casualties in different hostility scenarios. Vannessa Jimenez / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BOGOTA, COLOMBIA - MAY 08: Canine pairs made up of a professional guide-soldier and an exemplary canine are trained at School of Military Engineers of the Canine Training Section (SERCA), to identify narcotic substances, find missing persons in disasters, support humanitarian demining tasks, and provide security at facilities, in Bogota, Colombia on May 08, 2023. Colombia has been a country that for years has been affected by the armed conflict in different parts of the country. The result of this training, carried out in the pool, tower, intervention wall and carousel, among others, allows to work on reducing human casualties in different hostility scenarios. Vannessa Jimenez / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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